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Youth Leadership Conference – 2010
American Council for Polish Culture
By: Tadeusz Mirecki, Past President

This year’s American Council for Polish Culture (ACPC) convention, organized under
the theme “Carving a Dream,” drew over sixty participants from various parts of the
country to Rapid City, South Dakota. To set the atmosphere each arrival received a straw
cowboy hat and a red bandanna at check-in. By securing housing and meeting space at the
Radisson Hotel in town it was possible to conduct business discussions and organize
several afternoon tours to local attractions, including Mount Rushmore and the Crazy
Horse monument.
The opening ceremonies hinted that this was not going to be an ordinary convention.
First among the speakers was Alan Hanks, Mayor of Rapid City, who welcomed the
group to the town and to the American West. Mr. Zygmunt Matynia, Consul General of
the Polish Republic in Chicago delivered the keynote address speaking passionately of the
commitment Poles have made to democracy to which he added his efforts by participating
in the early days of the Solidarity movement. Whitney A. Rencontre II “Standing
Buffalo” chanted an anthem in the Lakota Native American language, followed by Steven
Yellowhawk who sang the American national anthem in English. At lunch that day,
Jasmine Pickner, from the Crow Creek Sioux Tribe, explained and demonstrated hoop
dancing. She is highly skilled in this performance art which has spiritual and symbolic
aspects. Just as we share our Polish culture, she has demonstrated her craft by travelling
abroad and winning many awards in competitions in the United States and Canada. At the
end several brave members of the audience accepted the invitation to join in a
rudimentary lesson in hoop dancing.
Among the luncheon speakers was pianist-composer Jarosław Gołębiowski who
presented the story how, thanks to pianist Van Cliburn a Texas native-son, many of the
cities in Texas now have Chopin societies. On another day we were treated to a talk by
author Douglas W. Jacobson who related how, inspired in part by his Polish heritage, he
came to write his World War II novel “Night of Flames.” The main characters in the story
are Anna and Jan Kopernik. The action starts on Sept. 1, 1939. He’s a cavalry officer and
she’s a lecturer at Jagiellonian University. It sounded so interesting that many listeners
purchased signed copies. His next novel, to be released in May 2011, focuses on one of
history’s most notorious war crimes, the Katyń Massacre.
While there really was not a lot of “free time” between the discussions, speakers,
deliberations and planned tours, it was possible to take walks around the downtown to
look around and shop for Native American items. The town is relatively small and tourist
friendly. Recently, life-size bronze statues of the presidents have been installed on street
corners and Rapid City took on the sub-title “City of Presidents” as a tie in to Mount
Rushmore.
The convention committee chairs, Debbie Majka and Richard Wiermański, did not
neglect the tourist possibilities of this convention. There was a visit to “Bear Country,” an
animal preserve; a trip to Mount Rushmore; and a visit in Deadwood, one of the more
famous Western gold-mining towns. Its best known inhabitant, Wild Bill Hickok, is
immortalized in several sculptures, including the bust on his grave marker. Another
portrait is a huge and very expressive stone head executed by Korczak Ziółkowski placed
in a town square. Several group members could not resist the urge to get a “Fat Tire” beer
at Saloon No. 10, the place where Wild Bill met his demise. The place has not changed
much in a century -- sawdust on the wooden board floor, spittoons; revolvers, rifles and
buffalo heads on the walls. Over the long mahogany bar are portraits of local types,
prospectors and desperados. The only “new” items were a jukebox and some thirty-yearold slot machines. Dinner that night was at a family restaurant, the “Circle B Ranch.” It
was served chuck-wagon style -- buffalo meat, beef, chicken, potato and beans slapped on
tin plates. The restaurant-shed held over 500 patrons. Before dinner, to entertain the kids,
there was a non-lethal gunfight between the Circle B sheriff and the “Biscuit Bandit.” As
the sheriff heaved the “body” off the street he remarked, “He’s not too badly tore-up, I
need the varmint to serve the beans.” After-dinner entertainment consisted of the
“sheriff,” his real-life wife and two sons singing country music cowboy-style and
cracking jokes. It was cute and just long enough.
The last tour, and most memorable, was to Korczak Ziółkowski’s Crazy Horse
monument, an hour-long drive into the hills. At the visitors’ center there was a
background film that related the origins and the story of how the mountain is being
sculpted -- by dynamite, bulldozer, jack-hammer and sheer persistence. There was a
display of Korczak’s “smaller” sculptures, which is very impressive. A self-taught
sculptor, he received first prize at the 1939 World’s Fair for a rendition of Paderewski’s
face. After that he was contacted by Chief Standing Bear about creating a monument in
the Dakota Black Hills. The rest is history. The group was driven to the vicinity of Crazy
Horse’s face to take pictures. A trip to the top was available if one made a $125 donation
(per person) and several individuals succumbed to this temptation.
At the annual banquet Mary Heslin (Hartford, CT) and Jacqueline Droleski (Elmira,
NY) received Founders Awards. A special cultural award plaque was given in recognition
of the Crazy Horse Monument Project and was accepted by Ruth Ziółkowski’s daughter
Jadwiga. She spoke with many in our group and was outstandingly nice.
Seven of the ten Ziółkowski children are working on the mountain. After visits to the
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The Youth Leadership Conference organized by the American Council for Polish
Culture is a week-long program in Washington DC in which young persons of Polish
descent meet persons of Polish descent in leadership positions in politics, business,
media, academia and arts. This year, the Conference was held on June 20 to 26, 2010.
Housing was in a dormitory of George Washington University in downtown Washington.
The 13 participants ranged in age from 17 to 23, and came from various cities, mainly on
the East Coast.
The program was organized by Irena Mirecki, YLC Chair, and her husband Ted. Janet
Beane, a Board member of the Polish American Arts Association of Washington (an
ACPC Affiliate) was chaperone and dorm mother to the group.
The participants arrived on a Sunday afternoon and settled into their dorm rooms; the
program began with an orientation meeting and pizza dinner that evening. The rest of the
week was filled with sessions and presentations by a variety of speakers, a summary of
which follows.
Monday’s program began with the keynote address, entitled “The Essence of
Leadership,” given by Peter Podbielski, a retired Army colonel who had served in
diplomatic military posts abroad, including a term as Chief of the Office of Defense
Cooperation, US Embassy Warsaw, Poland. His presentation was not a dry lecture, as he
elicited discussion from the participants on the points he presented.
The next point of the program was at the Embassy of the Republic of Poland, where
Ambassador Robert Kupiecki met with the group. We were pleasantly surprised that he
found the time from his busy schedule to spend over half an hour with us, as the
participants introduced themselves. Among the Embassy staff who gave presentations
was a young diplomat who had taken part in YLC over ten years ago, so the current
participants could readily relate to him. We ended by having lunch there. The Embassy
program was organized by Minister Marek Konarzewski and Dr. Grażyna Żebrowska of
the Science, Education and Technology Section.
That same day, Monday, our next session was at the Institute of World Politics, a
graduate school of national security and international affairs, whose web site
(www.iwp.edu) states that it is “dedicated to developing leaders with a sound
understanding of international realities and the ethical conduct of statecraft, based on
knowledge and appreciation of the principles of the American political economy and the
Western moral tradition.” We heard several presentations, concluded by a talk by author,
history professor and IWP academic dean Marek Chodakiewicz, whose two-hour ad-lib
presentation was brilliant – the participants hung on his every word as he ranged over a
variety of topics, including some from Polish history and others of the present,
particularly the Iraq war.
On Tuesday, the day began with a presentation at the Library of Congress by Regina
Frąckowiak, Head of the European Reading Room. The LOC staff brought out several
rare items relating to Poland, including an album of signatures of Polish school children
on the occasion of the 150th anniversary of US independence, and also in thanks to the
people of the United States for their support of Polish independence after WW I, and food
assistance after that war. Next was a tour of the US Capitol building, arranged by the
office of Senator Barbara Mikulski of Maryland.
In the afternoon, the group met with Dr. Andrzej Raczko, outgoing Alternate Executive
Director at the International Monetary Fund, in the IMF group of countries that includes
Poland. The day ended with a tour of Arlington National Cemetery, with stops at the
Kennedy gravesite, the Tomb of the Unknowns for the changing of the guard, and
Arlington House, the mansion once owned by Robert E. Lee and confiscated when his
land was nationalized to provide a burial ground for Civil War Union soldiers.
On Wednesday morning, Dr. Julian Kulski, a participant of the Warsaw Rising of 1944,
gave a presentation entitled “Legacy of the White Eagle” which outlined the fate of
Polish people during the war. The afternoon was dedicated to a sight-seeing tour of
Washington DC, led by Gordon Kray, a sculptor who was honored by the ACPC with its
Jan de Rosen Award in 1992. Being an artist, he could explain many details of the style
and decoration of the Federal and other buildings. He also showed some of his own works
around the capital, including a large marble Madonna at St. Matthew’s Cathedral and a
bronze of Pierre L’Enfant, city planner of Washington, at the DC Judiciary building (it is
destined to be installed in Statuary Hall in the US Capitol). His explanation of sculpting
techniques fascinated the group.
Thursday began with a meeting with attorney Mark Brzeziński, son of Zbigniew, at his
law office. He presented yet another slant on what characteristics are needed to assume
leadership positions, and gave each participant a copy of his book, The Struggle for
Constitutionalism in Poland. Then there was another meeting at the IMF, with incoming
Alternate Executive Director Katarzyna Zajdel-Kurowska, who is scheduled to replace
Dr. Raczko whom the group met on Tuesday. Both meetings at the IMF were organized
by Jolanta Stefańska, who works there, and is the mother of one of the YLC participants.
The afternoon was spent on two video presentations: “Career Opportunities in Social
Enterprise” by Paulina Migalska (YLC alumna and sister of one of this year’s
participants), and “Nine Days that Changed the World,” a film by Newt Gingrich
Productions about the first pilgrimage of Pope John Paul II to Poland in 1979. George
Weigel, the only officially authorized biographer of John Paul II, called this event “the
pivot upon which the 20th century turned.” A representative from Speaker Newt
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